
Circulation Committee Meeting 

November 15, 2011 

 

Sue Unger opened the meeting at 9:38 am. Members from 28 M.A.I.N. libraries were present: 

 

Anne Babits  BER Janet Galvin  CHA Lynn Struebel  DEN 
Natalie Riggs  DOV Donna Costello EHN Marilyn Roio  EHN 
Donna Nafie  FLO    Carolyn Antonaccio HAR Sandy Cale  JEF  
Tanya Lenkow KIN Clarissa Wagner LHT Amie Wright  MAD  
Ralph Graham  MAD Gisela Harpell  MCL Jen Budd  MNB 
Susannah Truitt MNT Sandra Calderone MON Gail Nelson  MP 

Ruth Bensely  MMT Eileen Smith  MTA Debbie Insetta  MTT  
Loretto Dapiran PT  Linda Stockinger PEQ Jean Licker  RTL 

Michelle Reutty RTL Sue Unger  ROX    Bernadette Eppich WAS 

Jane Gold  WAS Darlene Darling WHA   Marjorie BerkenkampWHI 

Ellen Sleeter  OLIS 
  

The minutes from the October 2011 meeting were approved. 

 

Sue went over highlights from the Planning Council meeting: 

• Offline transactions were not uploaded until November 9
th

 causing errors in the status of 

materials checked out and returned before that date. Printing out the Overdue report and 

manually checking the shelf is one way to determine items that are on the shelf but show 

on the patron record as being checked out.  

• The ability of open borrowing and patrons with expired cards or cards blocked by 

overdue fees has been identified and is being worked on.  

• Email Notifications are working. The message stating otherwise was removed from the 

PAC screen on November 14. 

• Copy level holds in the PAC has been disabled. 

• Some libraries inquired about removing the address check feature in Polaris. It had not 

been disabled as of November 15th. 

• Automated phone notification for Holds is not yet working. 

 

Circulation Issues 

• Madison reported that a patron voiced concern about the privacy of his account while 

accessing his courtesy emails from his smartphone. The new courtesy emails display all 

checkouts for the patrons at the time of notification. Committee members reported that 

they had received positive feedback from patrons regarding this particular feature.  

• The possibility of renewing from the item barcode was discussed. If a patron does not 

have their library card, an item can be renewed by performing an item search: 

o F12�change drop down to Item Search� Scan Item� in the circulation view 

double click the barcode listed as “Current User” 

• Expired Patron/Address Verification blocks are not clearing properly for some libraries. 

If the block does not disappear once you have verified the address and/or renewed the 

patron’s privilege, it can be removed manually: 



o Open the patron’s status�Select first view on the left (red“G”)� highlight block 

and select “delete block” button. 

• Some libraries reported an issue of Polaris freezing when adding or editing an address. 

After some discussion the committee concluded that this problem arises when one zip 

code is shared for multiple towns. If the zip code field freezes, press the “ESC” button or 

double click on the town name to unfreeze. 

• A patron received an email explaining her card was about to expire and to call the library. 

Members of the committee suggested that the wording might be changed to “Please go to 

your local library.” Ellen will raise this issue with the ILS committee.  

• The shelf location is not currently displayed on the checkout screen.  Some committee 

members suggested that this might be a useful addition.  No action has been taken as of 

now. 

• Annu is able to turn on the functionality of email for overdue notices for individual 

libraries. Peggy Bulfer volunteered to test this function at her library and will report back   

• Logging off at night: A lot of libraries have not been logging off correctly. When shutting 

down Polaris, log off of the shortcut bar and also from the start menu.  

• Director’s have received an email about additional training. The committee decided 

additional training on reports and overdues would be very beneficial.  

• When an item is not scanned properly, a message is displayed prompting the staff to link 

“on the fly.” If this occurs, simply say no and rescan the barcode.  

 

Hold Issues 

• Extending a patron hold. We can no longer extend a hold if the status is “available.” Only 

when the hold status becomes inactive are you able to reactivate the hold.  

• Polaris does not support “fill by first available hold” which is causing a longer wait time 

for the patron. If an item is in transit for a hold, it is locked on and no other item can 

satisfy that hold. Patrons have been finding books on the shelf that are on their hold list.  

 

Other Issues 

• Bernards Township has been experiencing very large picklist, raising the question of 

whether or not holds were being distributed throughout the MAIN system or if they were 

all going to the first library on the list.  

 

 

The meeting was closed at 11:43 pm. The meeting dates for 2012 will be emailed to Circulation 

committee members in early December.  
 

 


